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Abstract—Preservation of regional languages is very important in the current
globalization era. The longer the erosion of regional languages will make the
younger generation do not know the language inherited from their ancestors. The
fewer the speakers and interest in learning will make the Regional Language endangered. The purpose of this study is to design the learning of regional languages, especially for children aged 9-10 years with the principles of pedagogy.
The method of gamification uses a mobile-based application in the form of video,
quiz games, and visual images. This regional language learning design is called
Enggang Kanayatn Quiz (EKQ). The lesson material will be given first, then continued with a quiz. The material in the form of daily sentences and the introduction of cultural wisdom. The result is a mobile-based application that can be used
by children for the learning of regional languages with the pedagogy principle.
The collected points will get an attractive reward. The contribution made through
this paper is to motivate children to learn regional languages so that they will
maintain cultural wisdom and regional language dances, especially Dayak Kanayatn.
Keywords—Dayak Kanayatn, gamification, pedagogy, language learning.

1

Introduction

Regional languages are a means of communication in a region, which is an ancestral
heritage that must remain preserved. The 2017 language book and language map with
the publisher of the Language Development and Cultivation Agency (Badan Pengembangan dan Pembinaan Bahasa) records 652 regional languages in Indonesia [1]. The
less desirable the regional language, the faster the regional language will become extinct so that the younger generation will not know the heritage of their ancestors. Extra
effort must be performed to preserve this heritage, one of which by utilizing information
technology approaches, and one of which is gamification.
Gamification is increasingly gaining interest because it can motivate users to increase their intrinsic needs [2]. Games played on smartphones have positive reactions
from children, since the majority of children enjoy innovation in the games. The presence of this gamification method will help teachers, especially in the world of education, so that smartphones are not misused, for example, only for social media or things
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that are less useful purposes. From these problems came the idea of how to take an
innovative approach to encourage students to use their mobile phones effectively in
class. The gamification method is more desirable because it is the application of game
features, especially video elements in games so that the application of gamification in
pedagogy provides many solutions for children [5]. Learning has started since before
school, and it is not only in the classroom but also outside, for example, in daily activities. Visual learning has a good memory, and most of the information presented visually is preferred, for example, in the form of graphics, maps, posters, and displays [6].
Some of the examples are game learning using puzzles for kindergarten, which focused
on the introduction of objects around the environment [3] and learning mathematics [4].
In this study, the gamification was designed using a mobile phone, focusing on learning regional languages with the concept of pedagogy for children from 9 to 10 years to
preserve cultural wisdom and preservation of regional languages. The method of gamification used was considered capable of motivating children to learn. By collecting,
points and the presence of attractive rewards will encourage children to learn more. It
is to make the design of gamification has a positive impact on education so that it can
motivate learning intentions [7]. The combination of four models and 21 elements in
providing information needs to be justified, and in this study, three models and several
elements were taken from gamification. Table 1 shows the model and elements used in
the design.
Table 1. Gamification Model
Mechanics
Storytelling
Visual Cues

1.1

Measurement
Time

Reward
Achievements
Enjoyment
Point

Pedagogy

In most learning for children also occurs through language. Besides, the learning
process also usually occurs from observing the actions of others. Other people's actions
become rich information for social learning [8]. Game-based pedagogy consists of educational games, learning by making games, and gamification in learning [9]. In the
learning environment, many pedagogical methods can be used. The method or art of
teaching can be done with sound, movement, and visuals, as in the Animated Pedagogical Agents (APAs), which have been known as facilitating learning [10].
The method of pedagogy with the game is also a way for us to understand the children's point of view about learning through play. Also, through the game method, it can
provide practical and simple insight [11]. Pedagogy in the form of games can also be
applied to sports lessons, for example, in the game sense, so that it can foster a creative
sense in children [12]. Information Technology and computers provide a means for
learning so that they will produce effective and efficient learning[13].
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1.2

Dayak kanayatn

Dayak Kanayatn is one of the hundreds of Dayak sub-tribes who inhabit the island
of West Kalimantan/Borneo, precisely in the areas of Landak Regency, Mempawah
District, Kubu Raya Regency, and Bengkayang Regency. Pontianak, the capital city of
West Kalimantan, is located between 1-degree north latitude and 0 degrees 59 seconds
south latitude, while the longitudinal line intersects with 108 degrees 35 seconds to 110
degrees seconds east longitude.
Dayak Kanayatn language is the language of ahe/nana’ and damea/jera. Dayak Kanayatn Language is used in almost all aspects of activities: in the market, in the fields,
rice fields, at home, and the school environment (but not in the teaching and learning
process). Dayak Kanayatn language, which is used in oral form, is spoken according to
its pattern and style, namely: repetition of words, phrases, sentences of high frequency,
mention of terms related to the universe, work, personhood, and other lives [14]. The
Dayak Kanayatn language at this time is not like the language used by the older generation; there are many vocabularies adopted and "made to be Dayak". The language used
in the younger generation at this time is easier to understand because it is similar to
Bahasa Indonesia or Malay.
Enggang, called Helmeted Hornbills in English, are birds that were sacred by the
Dayak tribe. Hornbills are now a rare bird because the species is endangered. These
Hornbills are symbols of peace and unity, harmony, and loyalty. These Hornbills are
also symbolized by the Dayaks, that their thick wings are described as leaders who
protect the community, their loud voices are commands that are always heard by the
people, their long tails are symbols of prosperity, so overall, hornbills are considered as
leaders loved by the people [15].

2

Related Literature

There are several previous studies about daily activities, language, and culture learning for children using the method of gamification. One study is about learning the Madurese Language that uses a trivia quiz [16]. The second study is about Banjar Language and Culture of South Kalimantan in the form of the Educational Game Festival
in which the game is the introduction of everyday language, fruit, animals, and Banjar
special food [17]. There is also the red and white game application that adds variations
of puzzle games on Android, which provide information about the culture in Indonesia
[24]. In Learning with Dino, learning for children includes how to understand basic
letters and spelling with twenty-six content so that they can inspire and motivate to
learn the basic alphabet and spelling [18]. The incorporation of mobile technology will
make students learn personally, learn anywhere, and anytime, so students are more independent [19].
There are several models of gamification for education that can be applied. Kusuma
et al. use the MDA framework (Mechanics, Dynamics, Aesthetics) in which this study
produces an analysis that there are several representative gamification models that can
be used to increase motivation in learning activities [20]. Gamification is a powerful
tool for catalyzing caution, focus, and investment. Students will be captivated by ideas
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and curiosity to learn more deeply [21]. How the effects of gamification, two methods
were used, namely traditional sampling and gamification. Significant results using the
gamification strategy showed the highest achievement [22]. Mobile applications provide a solution for how students can easily learn human anatomy using augmented reality technology [23]. The technology today is increasingly used to motivate and support people towards various behaviors that benefit individually and collectively, and
the most popular development today is gamification [25]. Moreover, technology is expected to develop music pedagogy in a better direction, such as using technology such
as MIDI, digital audio, and so on [26].
The Enggang Kanayatn Quiz is different from previous research. This study used
the gamification method based on pedagogical principles. The method of gamification
was used because it was considered capable of motivating children to learn. The merging of the gamification model used distinguishes the Enggang Kanayatn Quiz from the
previous research. Achieving promising points and rewards will motivate children to
learn.

3

Proposed Method

This research focused on the design of mobile applications for Dayak Kanayatn Languages learning for children aged 9-10 years using gamification and pedagogical principles. The method of gamification was considered to be able to motivate children to
learn with attractive game design and by the elements of gamification. In this game, the
role of parents was very helpful in assisting children in playing the game [27]. In applying principles of pedagogy, the learning game is in the form of a quiz in which there
will be a delivery of material first and continued with the questions. The questions are
in the form of questions in the form of pictures, the arrangement of words, and sentence
structure. Every question with the correct answer will get the point. If the question is
considered difficult, then there is a help facility that will provide an answer grid. Figure
1 is the flow diagram of the research.

Fig. 1. Research Flow Diagram
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This stage consists of 2 parts: literature study and needs analysis. The literature study
was done by reading from the internet, journals, and theses. A needs analysis was by
discussing with experts in the field of education, namely regional language teachers
who educate children aged 9-10 years. From the results of discussions with the experts,
the form of the game with the element of gamification was following the principles of
pedagogy as a basis for designing gamification on mobile.

4

Result and Discussion

In the result and discussion, there are discussions about the application, namely interface de-sign, interface quiz, and reward.
4.1

Interface design mobile learning gamification

From the results of the research and testing of the prototype, the test was carried out
by the regional language teacher for children aged 9-10 years. From the test results, the
prototype of the design of mobile applications for learning Dayak Kanayatn languages
using gamification can be seen in the image below:
• Figure 2 shows the login display. The participant may register if they do not have an
account.
• Figure 3 shows the registration display. This registration is very simple since this
Regional Language learning mobile application is designed for children aged 9-10
years.
• Figure 4 shows the category display. In this category, the user can choose the game
in the form of a quiz, multiple-choice, and drag and drop. The time given is 20
minutes with a green sign if the game has completed, and red sign if it is not yet
played.
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Fig. 2. Login Display

4.2

Fig. 3. Registration
Display

Fig. 4. Category Display

Numbers and image interface quiz

In this quiz, the learning uses drag and drop. In fig 5, the material about numbers is
explained first by an avatar from numbers 1 to 10, then continued with the quiz shown
in fig 6. Example question in fig 6 is number one (Asa’).

Fig. 5. Explanation Display
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The image quiz is in the form of letters. Fig 7 material is explained first by the avatar
and then followed by a quiz. Example question shown in fig 8 is randomized letters,
then arranged using drag and drop, so that it becomes the correct word. An example in
fig 8 is a dog (Asu').
4.3

Guess the image quiz interface

In this quiz, the learning uses multiple choices. More questions are given in the form
of local wisdom. In Fig 9, the material is explained first by an avatar; for example, the
material is briefly explained about the traditional Dayak musical instrument, namely
Sape. Example question in fig 10 is the picture next to is (Gambar ka’sampingk adalah).

Fig. 7. Explanation Display

4.4

Fig. 8. Quiz Display

Sentence quiz interface

In this quiz, the answers use multiple choice. The question given is the question word
form. In Fig 11 below, the material is explained by an avatar about the types of question
words form. Example question in Fig 12 below is “what is your name?” (Sae
damanyu?).
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Fig. 9. Explanation Display

Fig. 10.Quiz Display

In fig 13 material and fig 14 below, the question is guessing the type of sentences.
The types of sentences are interrogative sentences, declarative sentences, command
sentences, and exclamation sentences. The example of a question is an interrogative
sentence: What is your name? (Sae damanyu?).
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Fig. 11.Explanation Display

Fig. 12. Quiz Display

Fig. 13.Explanation Display

Fig. 14. Quiz Display
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4.5

Words arrangement interface quiz

In this quiz, the learning uses drag and drop. Fig 15 shows that the words are arranged in bold letters. The questions given are simple sentences that are often used in
daily life by children. The example of a question in fig 16 is Ears for hearing (Tarenyenkng untok nangaratn).

Fig. 15.Explanation Display

4.6

Fig. 16. Quiz Display

Reward and point

Rewards are given because they are considered capable of motivating children to
learn. Giving rewards is in accordance with the points obtained in the game [28]. For
one correct question, the player will get 10 points. From the verbal observation of communication from 20 children, the reward was in the form of a voucher, which could be
redeemed in the form of school supplies. The results of verbal communication observations are shown in table 2.
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Table 2. Observed Reward
Question
If the prize is a shopping voucher for school supplies
If the prize is a snack
If the prize is a toy
SUM

Respondent
10
6
4
20

In the display, the reward is in the form of a shopping voucher for school supplies
with a value corresponding to the point obtained. Vouchers are only valid for three
days; reward vouchers can be seen in Figure 17.

Fig. 17. Reward Display

Giving rewards is based on points earned. The reward obtained is based on the selection of the type of quiz. The number of points that can get a reward, as shown in
Table 3 below:
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Table 3. Table Point and Reward
Point
100
200
300
400
500

Reward
Pencil
Pencil and eraser
Book and Ruler
Book, Ruler, Pencil and Eraser
Pencil case, book, Ruler, pecsil and Eraser

The testing of Enggang Kanayatn Quiz was done using a design prototype installed
in smartphones. After the games are finished, the children were asked to fill out a questionnaire on whether the design of this application could be accepted as a form of learning. The questionnaire consisted of 8 questions and 33 respondents. This questionnaire
was adopted from the USE Questionnaire: Usefulness, Satisfaction, and Ease of use
[29]. The form of questions can be seen in Table 4 below.
Table 4. Questionnaires
No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Question
Learning Dayak Kanayatn (Ahe) using Mobile is useful for me
Learning Dayak Kanayatn (Ahe) was according to my needs
Kanayatn (Ahe) Dayak Language Learning Game is easy for me to use
Kanayatn (Ahe) Regional Language Learning Game is easy for me to understand
I learned Dayak Kanayatn (Ahe) using this method quickly
I easily remember how to use this application
Learning to use this cell phone is very fun for me
This application design is very comfortable to use

Recapitulation of the testing of the EKQ test is shown in Fig. 18.
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15
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8

Fig. 18. Recapitulation Graph

From the results of testing of 33 children aged 9-10 years, the Enggang Kanayatn
Quiz, by adopting the USE Questionnaire, can be concluded that the design of this mobile application is acceptable for children
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5

Conclusion

Learning regional languages using gamification based on the principle of pedagogy
is more on the preservation of language and cultural wisdom, namely the case study of
West Kalimantan, specifically the Dayak Kanayatn tribe with the Ahe language. Material explained by the avatar before the quiz will make it easier for children to understand
answering questions. The form of the quiz displayed visually looks more attractive, so
it makes children feel motivated. Guessing the picture quiz is more to local wisdom, for
example, musical instruments, clothing, weapons typical of Dayak, and games typical
of Dayak tribes. Points to be achieved with the reward that can be obtained will make
children more motivated.
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